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MEETINGS 
The next MEMBERSHIP 

meeting is Thursday,  
Dec 8 , 7pm at  

TRINITY LUTHERAN 
CHURCH,  

1323 Central  
~~~~~ 

The next BOARD meeting is 
Dec 13, 12pm at Nob Hill 

CONTACT 
INFO

ALAMEDA QUILT GUILD 
2201 Shoreline Drive 

PO Box 2724 
Alameda, Ca.  94501 

~~~~~ 
alamedaquiltguild@gmail.co

Thurs Nov 10, Membership Meeting
--We will be doing embroidery stitches on small projects.
--Members will pick up the labels for our Outreach Quilts 
to be given out at December party. 
--Renewal memberships for 2017 begin.  Membership 
goes from January through December and is still $40.00.
--Remember to finish and label your quilt due in 
December for our Outreach project.
--Pick out a fat quarter to bring to our Dec. party.
--Think about what savory appetizer or dessert you will 
bring to our December party. 

Tues Nov 29, Workshop 10-3
Joan and Dorothy will be doing a gift bag workshop at 
Trinity.  Bring your lunch. 

Anyone who knows of a possible location for our 
Saturday workshops please contact Terry Hodges
terrychodges@aol.com.  It should be in Alameda or Bay 
Farm Island.

mailto:terrychodges@aol.com
mailto:terrychodges@aol.com


November 18-20, 2016 (Sat 10-5, Sun 10-4)
A River Runs Through It
River City Quilters' Guild Annual Show
Scottish Rite Masonic Temple
6151 H St, Sacramento, CA
www.rivercityquilters.org/show/index.html 
quiltshow@rivercityquilters.org
Admission $7

December 3-28, 2016
"Christmas at the Bay" by Bay Quilts Exhibit
Bay Quilts, 5327 Jacuzzi St, Suite 3-C, 
Richmond, CA 94804
www.facebook.com/Bay-Quilts
(510) 558-0218 
Reception December 4, 1-4pm

December 17-18, 2016 (10-5)
46th Annual KPFA Winter Crafts Fair ~ 
Inspired Creative Gifts
Craneway Pavilion at the Richmond 
Waterfront
1414 Harbour Way South, Richmond, CA 
94804

November 5-30, 2016
"Modern Minimal: Quilts by 
Cathy Miranker" Exhibit
Bay Quilts, 5327 Jacuzzi St, 
Suite 3-C, Richmond, CA 94804
www.facebook.com/Bay-Quilts
(510) 558-0218 
Reception November 6, 2-4pm

November 11-13, 2016
Quilter's Quest Shop Hop
www.quiltersquestbayarea.com
A Quilted Heart - Vacaville
Broadway Quilts - Sonoma
Cornerstone Quilt Shoppe - 
Fairfield 
Queen B's Quilt Shop - Antioch 
Cloth Carousel - Winters
New Pines Quilt Store & Gallery - 
Berkeley
The Cotton Patch - Lafayette
Wooden Gate Quilts - Danville

November 12-13, 2016 (Sat 
10-5, Sun 10-4)
Pioneer Quilters Guild Annual 
Quilt Show
Roseville Sports Center
1545 Pleasant Grove Blvd, 
Roseville, CA
www.pioneerquiltersguild.org/
quiltshow.html
pioneerquiltersguild@gmail.com
Colleen Voet (916) 771-0259 
colleenvoet@gmail.com

NOVEMBER & DECEMBER EVENTS

San Francisco Fine Art Museums
https://www.famsf.org/





Retro-Style Bound & Quilted Oven Mitts 

Supplies listed are for TWO pot holders

NOTE: Our pot holders feature quilting detail in a 
diamond pattern on the front and a vertical line pattern 
on the back. We chose fabrics that worked well with 
these patterns - a dot for the front where we could 
weave the quilting between the rows, and a vertical 
stripe for the back.

Holder #1 Feature Fabric:

¼ yard of 44-45" fabric for the front: we used Barbara Jones' Simply Sweet in #5120-82 Jumbo Pink Dot on 
Red for Henry Glass & Co. Fabric
¼ yard of 44-45" fabric for the back: we used Barbara Jones' Simply Sweet in #5123-1 Narrow Blue Stripe 
for Henry Glass & Co. Fabric
Pot Holder #2 Feature Fabric:

¼ yard 44-45" fabric for the front: we used Barbara Jones' Simply Sweet in #5120-42 Jumbo Pink Dot on 
Yellow for Henry Glass & Co. Fabric
¼ yard 44-45" fabric for the back: we used Barbara Jones' Simply Sweet in #5117-1 Blue Floral Stripe for 
Henry Glass & Co. Fabric 
NOTE: You could also use Fat Quarters for your feature fabrics. 
¼ yard insulated fleece: we used Insul-Bright by The Warm Company
One 3-yard package of extra wide double fold bias tape: we used bright blue
All purpose thread to match bias tape
All purpose thread in contrasting colors for quilting emphasis: we used red on pot holder #1 and yellow on 
pot holder #2
See-through ruler
Fabric pencil
Iron and ironing board
Scissors
Rotary cutter and mat (optional)
Seam gauge
Seam ripper
Straight pins
Getting Started
From each fabric, cut two 9" squares. From the insulated fleece, cut four 9" squares.
From the bias tape, cut two 8" lengths for the hanging loops.
Download and print our pattern sheet: Retro Fun Pot Holder Pattern. 
IMPORTANT: This pattern is ONE 8½" x 11" sheets. 
Cut out the two pattern pieces (front and back) along the solid lines.



Layer the insulated fleece between the two 
pieces of front feature fabric. The fabric should 
be wrong sides together. Pin at the corners.

Quilt through all the layers with diagonal lines, 
using the rows of dots as your guide, stitching in 
between the rows. We made our lines 1½" apart 
to fit between the rows of dots. 

NOTE: We used a Janome Memory Craft 6600P 
with its awesome AcuGuide foot. It is specially 
designed to work with multiple layers, keeping 
them all moving together without slipping for 
sliding. Your machine may have something similar, 
such as a Walking foot or an Even Feed foot. 
These are all optional; they simply make the 
process quicker and more accurate. You can 
certainly use your regular pressure foot. Simply go 
slowly and carefully, and use a few more pins.
Remove the quilted layers from the machine, 
rotate 90˚ and quilt in the opposite direction to 
create a diamond pattern. 

Layer the back fabric squares and insulated 
fleece in the same manner.
Quilt with parallel vertical lines. For Pot Holder 
#2, our lines of quilting were ⅞" apart to fit 
exactly within a narrow white stripe. On Pot 
Holder #2, with the Blue Floral Stripe on the 
back, we increased the quilting to 1¼" apart to 
fall within the blue stripes. 



When the quilting is completed, find the two pattern 
pieces.
Pin the Pot Holder Front pattern to the front feature 
fabric and the Pot Holder Back pattern to the back 
feature fabric. In both cases, center the ‘fold line' 
mark in the exact center of your quilted square. 

Cut out one half of the pattern. Stop. Flip over the 
pattern so it is a mirror image of where it started. Cut 
the other half. 

The upper edge of the Pot Holder Front is 
finished with bias tape. Open the end of the bias 
tape so it lays flat. Sew the bias tape to the upper 
edge of the potholder along the tape's fold line, 
lining up the raw edge of the bias tape with the 
raw edged layers of the fabric. Leave an extra ½" 
at the start.
Stop at the center point of the Pot Holder Front. 
Turn the hand wheel of the machine to make sure 
the needle is down in the fabric. 

Pivot the potholder and gently pull up the bias 
tape so it matches the edge of the fabric. 
Continue sewing along the fold line of the bias 
tape. 



When stitching is complete, fold the bias tape 
around to the back, covering the line of stitching. 
Place a pin at the pivot point. Then, continue 
pinning in place along the stitching line. The bias 
tape will create a natural tuck at the pivot point. 
Adjust this tuck to create a uniform miter on both 
sides of the Pot Holder Front. 

Flip over, and from the right side of the Pot 
Holder Front, edgestitch the bias tape in place. 
Press. 

Trim the ends of the bias tape flush with the 
edges of the Pot Holder Front.
Repeat steps 1 - 6 to create the front of the Pot 
Holder #2.
Find the 8" strips of bias tape you cut for the 
loops. You cut two, one for each pot holder.
Edgestitch each length of bias tape closed. Trim 
to 6". 

Layer the bound Pot Holder Front on top of the 
Pot Holder Back. Pin in place. Center the 
edgestitched loop at the top of the potholder, and 
pin in place. 
NOTE: Yes... I did switch pot holders on you in 
the photos. Just seeing if you're really paying 
attention. 



Starting at the loop, sew the bias tape to pot 
holder, aligning the raw edge of the tape with the 
raw edges of the pot holder and stitching in the 
fold line of the tape. Sew all the way around and 
end with a ½" overlap. Trim the tape. 

NOTE: If you're new to working with bias tape, the 
number one rule is 'slow and steady wins the 
race.' You're sewing around a curve, which is 
trickier than a straight line and are binding several 
layers. Don't fear the pin! Use plenty, removing 
them as you go. For more hints, check out our 
tutorial: Bias Tape: How To Make It & Attach It.
Fold the bias tape around to the back and pin in 
place.
Lift the bias tape loop up from the front, fold it in 
half towards the back, then tuck the very end 
under the bias tape binding at the back and pin in 
place. 

Flip the hot pad over to stitch along the edge of the 
bias tape on the front side (just as you did when 
binding the edge of the front in step 6 above. You'll 
secure the loop as you sew. 
NOTE: You'll see in our photo above the we 
pinned our bias tape in place on the back, but 
we're telling you to flip over and stitch on the other 
side. 'Hey,' you say. 'What about those pins?' 
Good question. You have several options: a) once 
you have all the pins in place and the bias is 
secure, you can carefully re-pin one at a time to 
the other side, b) you can hand baste the bias in 
place and remove all the pins, c) you can flip and 
sew over the pins. Yikes! Sew over pins!! The 
majority of the time, this should not be your first 
choice, because hitting a pin with your needle can 
damage the needle and jar the machine. However, 
in this case, our pins are positioned perpendicular 
to the line of stitching, and there are many layers, 
so the risk of a problem is low.

Sew across the loop a second time, for extra 
security at this tug point. 
NOTE: The loop adds many layers to the seam, 
so it may be necessary to ‘walk' the machine 
through these layers by taking your foot off the 
pedal and just turning the hand wheel.
Straight stitch across the base of the loop to hold 
the loop together. 



 

You will need to enlarge pattern below

See you at the next meeting!


